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Computational Mathematics: Models, Methods, and Analysis with MATLAB and MPICRC Press, 2003
This book evolved from the need to migrate computational science into undergraduate education. It is intended for students who have had basic physics, programming, matrices and multivariable calculus.

The choice of topics in the book has been influenced by the Undergraduate Computational Engineering and Science Project (a United States...
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Scala for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build reactive, scalable applications and integrate Java code with the power of Scala


	Overview

	
		Learn the syntax interactively to smoothly transition to Scala by reusing your Java code
	
		Leverage the full power of modern web programming by building scalable and reactive applications

...
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Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V: Insiders Guide to Microsoft's HypervisorSybex, 2009
Hyper-V is one of the top virtualization products, and this practical guide focuses on the essentials of Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V. Written by the Microsoft team behind the Hyper-V product, this book shows you how to perform key virtualization scenarios, such as server consolidation, software test and development, and a dynamic data center and...
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The Definitive Guide to the ARM Cortex-M3Newnes, 2007
This user's guide does far more than simply outline the ARM Cortex-M3 CPU features; it explains step-by-step how to program and implement the processor in real-world designs. It teaches readers how to utilize the complete and thumb instruction sets in order to obtain the best functionality, efficiency, and reuseability. The author, an ARM engineer...
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Feature Extraction and Image ProcessingNewnes, 2002

	Focusing on feature extraction while also covering issues and techniques such as image acquisition, sampling theory, point operations and low-level feature extraction, the authors have a clear and coherent approach that will appeal to a wide range of students and professionals.

	

	*Ideal module text for courses in artificial...
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Hands-on DevOps: Explore the concept of continuous delivery and integrate it with data science conceptsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Transform yourself into a specialist in DevOps adoption for Big Data on cloud


	Key Features

	
		Learn the concepts of Bigdata and Devops and Implement them
	
		Get Acquainted with DevOps Frameworks Methodologies and Tools
	
		A practical approach to build and work efficiently with your...
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MediaWiki 1.1: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	MediaWiki is the free, open-source wiki engine software that powers Wikipedia and many of the other popular wikis across the Web. Written in PHP, it possesses many features that make it the engine of choice for large collaborative wikis: flexible markup, comprehensive user management, multimedia handling, and more. Whether you are creating a...
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The C++ Programming Language, 4th EditionAddison Wesley, 2013

	C++11 has arrived: thoroughly master it, with the definitive new guide from C++ creator Bjarne Stroustrup, C++ Programming Language, Fourth Edition! The brand-new edition of the world's most trusted and widely read guide to C++, it has been comprehensively updated for the long-awaited C++11 standard....
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Using Joomla!O'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you’re new to content management systems—or even new to building websites—this practical guide will get you up and running in no time. You don’t have to know much code, if any, to get started.

	
		Need to build a website quickly? Have a client that requires a powerful website with lots of...
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Expert One-on-One Visual Basic 2005 Database ProgrammingWrox Press, 2005

	Are you hesitant to migrate to Visual Studio® 2005? Maybe you're ready to upgrade to Visual Basic 2005 but feel a bit overwhelmed by ADO.NET 2.0 and the Visual Data Tools of this new release. In this hands-on guide, I'll share with you the best practices, the latest features, and advanced data management techniques with Visual...
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...
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DSLs in Boo: Domain Specific Languages in .NETManning Publications, 2010

Even good code can be tough to understand when you simply read it-even if you're a developer and you know what it does! A Domain Specific Language (DSL) helps a developer clearly express the intent of the code, and thus make it easier to work on the core business problem.

Developers who migrate to Ruby from Java love Boo's ability...
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